
Telephone: 1-604-421-1001
Toll-Free: 1-877-421-1001
Email: info@computrolsystems.com

Reduce administration overhead
with Simcom Water’s customer
portal and online payment facility

Drive sustainability and
environmental goals by giving
value to water resources

Control and manage water
services at fixed locations and
mobile facilities

Ensure compliance with usage
licenses, reporting requirements
and environmental regulations

Earn revenue for bulk water/waste
water services, cover service costs
and set prices for different grades

Join the "Blue Economy" with 24-hour unattended self-service of your bulk water
stations and waste water discharge sites with a Computrol system. Manage all your
locations and easily share transaction data with your billing and ERP systems.
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Easily manage your bulk and waste water
locales with detailed, accurate transaction
records by Computrol Systems. Simplify
your control of water resources with preset
daily and monthly limit for each authorized
user. You can enforce license limits and
manage equitable sharing of this scarce
resource in times of drought.

Generate Revenue

Serve multiple customers at the same time
at your depot and expand to other locales
as you need with our highly scalable
system. We can satisfy your operation
requirements: from a stand-alone terminal
at an individual site to many linked
terminals across multiple locations. Each
terminal can control various water grades
and connection points.

ExcellentScalability
SystemFeatures

Easy to retrofit into existing bulk water
stations with simple relay and pulse
control interfaces

Optional receipt printer provides
transaction records for users
Operate year round with a weather-proof
BOE vandal resistant design
Easy to manage your site settings with
programmable limits, timers and
counter ratios

Provide accurate measurements (liter,
gallons, cubic meters or other) for
different water grades and locales

Control andManage
You can earn revenue and improve your
cash flow from your water services in
multiple convenient ways with Computrol’s
self-service terminals. Your customers can
obtain water by means of prepaid credit via
their ID card or PIN code, and easily top-up
their credit with Simcom Water’s online
payment facility. You can simply produce an
accurate monthly bill on account for each
user.

Secured Access
Computrol Systems protect your sites from
misuse and theft. Access to bulk water or
waste discharge inlets can be highly secured
to restrict access to authorized users only.
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